JOBY SUCTION CUP AND LOCKING ARM

If you’re thinking of making your own action movie this summer, this could help you get that perfect shot. One end of the 1cm-long arm screws into the suction cup, the other screws into a supplied tripod mount for a GoPro camera or straights into the base of another action cmount. The reason you might buy this suction cup mount over another is that there is a dial around the base of the arm which locks the suction cup with a twist. You could use this mount to attach a camera to the side of a vehicle, the inside of a winds, the top of a snowboard or just about anything else. The strength of the suction is quite surprising and it will take more than a casual bump to knock this out of place.

SHIMANO AEROS FB REELS

SHIMANO’S new Aerous FB spin reels are a cut above their predecessors. The compact XGT7 body is a Shimano exclusive material that is twice as strong as ordinary graphite has delivered a substantial weight saving, which is complemented by the compact body design. There are five reels in the range: a 1000FB, a 2500FB, a 4000FB, and an extra compact 5000FB.

WIN $113,000 with TimesPool

How to play TimesPool

1. Select your six letters and cross them out in the alphabet grid

   A B C D E F G H I J K L M
   N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

2. Write the Super Seven Bonus Letter in the box.


   Visit perthnow.com.au for this week’s bonus word and write it in the Bonus Word box.

   First Name: 
   Surname: 
   Address: 
   P/Code: 
   Phone (H): 
   (M): 
   Signed:

   $5,000 PERTHNOW BONUS WORD

   $48,000 JACKPOT

   $50,000 SUPER SEVEN BONUS

   $84 / KOGAN.COM

OLYMPIC TWIN HERON KAYAK

THE Twin Heron is a unique tandem kayak, featuring the innovative auto trim hull. Unlike some tandems, it performs well when paddled solo. The auto trim hull is designed to prevent the bow from popping up when someone is seated solo in the stern seat.

JOBY.COM

The latest technology to help you tackle the great outdoors

KOMODO DELUXE CAMPING KITCHEN

THE Komodo Deluxe Camping Kitchen is a spacious, practical unit that lets you cook, clean and prepare food with ease. Instead of bending over a picnic table or squatting on the ground, you can stand comfortably – taking advantage of large cupboard. Place a washing up tub or hotplate on the top shelf for comfortable access. Chop vegetables and prepare food on the two work benches.

WIN MORE

Home Delivery customers can win a bonus $5,000 if they select the correct jackpot letters or $5,000 if they get all seven letters correct.

To arrange Home Delivery call 1800 708 051.

Sending in your entry: If you are sending one entry then write the FIRST Jackpot letter on the back of your envelope. If you are sending in more than one entry, write ‘multiple entries’ on the back of the envelope instead.

Post box: TimesPool, GPO Box 2070, PERTH WA 6840 or drop it in the TimesPool box at selected newsagents.

Game #640: closes at 6pm Thursday, February 19, 2015. All entries must reach The Sunday Times by 10am Thursday. Entries placed in the TimesPool box at newsagents must be received by 4pm on Wednesday. Entries must be an original creation. Terms and Conditions are published in the first Sunday of every month and can be obtained by calling 1800 708 051.

By entering, readers accept the terms and conditions. See Public Notice for our privacy statement.

TIMESPPOOL RESULTS:

GAME 1639

HJNO XZ

SUPER SEVEN: M